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Mega event in the Swabian Alb: Performance Fair & Car Show Part IV

With the Performance Trade Fair & Car Show organized by JMS Fahrzeugteile, a now 
firmly established highlight of the tuning scene is entering its fourth round. As in 2022, 
visitors can look forward to a spectacular and unique mix of on-site meetings and trade 
fairs as well as vehicle presentations broadcast live online.

The location for Part IV of the Performance Trade Fair & Car Show on September 9th is, as 
usual, the Motorworld Village Metzingen at the foot of the Swabian Alb south of Stuttgart.  
Various well-known exhibitors will set up their stands in the spectacular forging hall of 
Motorworld and the surrounding area: including BBS, Barracuda Racing Wheels as well as 
Cor.Speed Sports Wheels, Schmidt, OZ Racing, KW, Eibach, H&R, Hankook, Breyton 
Wheels, Giacuzzo, Milotec, Oxigin, Gladen Audio and G&S Fahrzeugtechnik. Even world 
premieres are planned: Barracuda Racing Wheels will present the new wheel Razzer and 
Breyton the rim innovation impressive. Otherwise, the manufacturers are not only happy 
about the direct contact with the customers: Live streaming of the entire event via YouTube 
gives them an even larger audience.

The event will be moderated by the proven team of William De Fensfoster, model Sabrina 
Doberstein, well-known from television and the fashion world, and JMS owner Jochen 
Schweiker. Visitors can also look forward to seeing some stars and starlets from the world 
of TV, social media and music. The tuning professionals known from VOX will be 
represented with their own stand. Also there are influencers like @leaa.nit with her M2 
Competition and @kathi.tt8s. The pop singer Madeline Willers, who will even present a new
song live on stage, will provide a musical highlight. To round things off, Metzingen-based 
quick-drawing artist Oscar Barrientos is organizing an exhibition of his works.

The more than 200 show cars from all over Germany, Switzerland and Austria are not just 
builds from tuning companies. Various private vehicles will also be on display on the 
Motorworld outdoor area and will take part in a Show & Shine competition. The five best 
vehicles will be presented in the live stream in the afternoon. In addition, the top 3 each 
receive a trophy and prizes totaling several hundred euros. The latter also beckon to the 
best participants in the driving simulator and wheel-changing competition organized by car
dealer Dettingen/Erms together with race-simulator.de. Anyone who wants to be there live 
at the Performance Trade Fair & Car Show Part IV should decide quickly. Due to the 
limited size of the site, entry is only possible for a limited number of visitors. This also 
applies to the after-show party starting at 8 p.m. According to the current status, this is 
already around 70 percent fully booked. If you can't be there live in Metzingen, you can 
find the link to the live stream here: https://youtube.com/live/jDspzfWy0rk

Further information on the Performance Fair & Car Show Part IV and all facts as well as 
price and delivery information on the entire JMS vehicle parts program is available from:
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